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(Scene 1 is definite,

whereas all scenes up to

scene ... are in a jumbled

order. They haven’t been

decided, but will be during

editing. Further more, each

scene is a different point

in time. In many scripts

they carry on with location,

but this one coincides with

time.)

2 SCENE ONE - FAMILY

SHOT 1 - MID CLOSE - TV

Starts on black screen. The voice of a news reporter talks

about the riots going on in cities all over the UK. The

opening shot cuts in. It shows a TV showing news clips of

fires and fighting. The channel changes. It’s now playing

a documentary about snails. It talks about how snails,

pests of the garden, carry homes on their backs.

SHOT 2 - WIDE - FAMILY

THE CAMERA SLOWLY MOVES IN

(THE TV IS QUIETER)

The family are sat on the couch huddled up. The Dad:

Malcolm, looks about late 20s, sits in the middle, still

holding the remote. He is entranced by the TV. His

youngest child: Oliver, around 6 or 7 year old boy but

still looks innocent in the way he dresses, sits with

there arms wrapped round him. Sitting on the floor is the

daughter: Emma, she’s around 16. She’s looking at

something on her phone, slightly laughs to herself. She’s

the most oblivious of them all. They are a family in their

own bubble of happiness.

QUICK CUT

3 SCENE TWO - ALLY WAY

SHOT 1 - WIDE

The two children are walking hastily down an ally. The

younger one looks oblivious in their own world. They keep

looking up at their older sister, who is looking straight

a head with a frown and almost troubled look. They pass

posters with propaganda and slogans on them.

A man sits on the side. He is obviously homeless and

injured. He has a bandage wrapped round one eye, with

blood stains on. As the children walk past his eyes

suddenly light up.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 2.

HOMELESS MAN

(As he raises his hand to

them)

Please... please help me....

The two children keep walking, the younger one looks back.

OLIVER

(Still staring)

Why can’t we help him?

EMMA

(Still looking forward)

Dad says we can get arrested if

we help injured people.

QUICK CUT

4 SCENE THREE - LOST BOARD

SHOT 1 - WIDE

Emma is facing away from the camera, they are looking at a

lost persons board. It is over flowing with posters.

Sirens can be heard in the background. They turn to look

just behind the camera as it moves in.

QUICK CUT

5 SCENE FOUR - TAP

SHOT 1 - CLOSE

Shows a hand attempting to turn the tap on but nothing

comes out. It makes a few clogging noises, but nothing

else.

QUICK CUT

6 SCENE FIVE - HOUSES

THIS SCENE WILL BE FILMED TWICE. ONCE AS ONE SOT WITH NO

MOVEMENT AND CUTTING AT THE BANG.

SHOT 1 - WIDE

A line of people are on there hands and knees. People walk

behind, holding guns. Some are looking to the ground in

horror, others are tightly shutting their eyes and biting

their lips.

SOLDER

This is a routine check. You by

law must comply.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 3.

QUICK CUT

SHOT 2 - MID SHOT OF CRYING LADY

One person cries out sobbing uncontrollably. A solder

comes up behind her. You see his belt bellow.

QUICK CUT

SHOT 3 - MID SHOT OF DAD

Malcolm is looking ahead, he has nothing in his eyes. You

can see the shoulders of his children.

BANG

Malcolm squints his eyes with panic.

QUICK CUT

7 SCENE SIX - CANDLES

Oliver sits in the middle of the room. He is cuddling up

to an old looking teddy bear and a blanket is wrapped

around him. Candles surround them, creating an orange glow

within the room.

QUICK CUT

8 SCENE SEVEN - FLAG

SHOT 1 - WIDE

(This may be in slow motion)

You see someone walking away from the camera. They are

holding a British flag with blood splatters. They turn

there head, you see they are wearing a mask.

QUICK CUT

9 SCENE EIGHT - PLAYGROUND

SHOT 1 - WIDE

Children are lying face down on the floor, hands on their

heads. A siren is going off in the background.

QUICK CUT



4.

10 SCENE NINE - REPEATED FAMILY SHOT

SHOT 1 - WIDE

This shot is the same as at the start. They are on the

same couch but it is darker. In the distance you can hear

screams and gun fire. The family are asleep apart from the

Dad who is sat bolt up right looking off into the

distance. His face shows fear and pain, you can see the

lack of sleep in his eyes. He is holding a ’weapon’

tightly. Something like a hockey stick or baseball bat. He

takes a deep breath out.

QUICK CUT

11 SCENE 10 - PACKING

SHOT 1 - A BIRDS EYE

Malcolm is packing a rucksack (one similar to ’Sunset

Bound’, but this time blue, murky colours)He is packing

with haste.

QUICK CUT

12 SCENE 11 - WALKING

SHOT 1 - WIDE

This is a very cliché shot. The family are walking hand in

hand away from the camera towards a abandoned, desolate

building at dusk.

QUICK CUT

13 SCENE 12 - SITTING

SHOT 1 - EXTREME WIDE

The family are sat in front of the rubble. The younger kid

is asleep.

EMMA

(Concerned voice)

we need to leave.

MALCOLM

(Sadly, almost ashamed)

I know someone.

QUICK CUT



5.

14 SCENE 13 - VAN (ALL)

SHOT 1 - WIDE

The family are stood close to the camera and to the side.

They are talking to a ’scary’ and threatening looking man

who is the van driver. In the background there is an open

van and people are climbing into it. Malcolm has a thick

envelope which he’s holding toward the scary man.

MALCOLM

(He has panic in his voice,

he’s trying to hide it. He

seems desperate)

But we only have enough for 2

people.

SHOT 2 - WIDE

The dad has his back to the camera. The dad lifts the

younger child into the van. The children look desperate.

Emma instantly hugs Oliver, she looks angry, you can see

she wants to cry whereas Oliver looks scared.

OLIVER

You can’t leave us

MALCOLM

(Trying to stay calm)

Call us when you get there,

you’ll be okay. We’ll meet you

there when we have money. It will

be fine. I love you.

SHOT 3 - WIDE (INSIDE THE VAN)

You hear the van start. The dad is looking into the van.

He is scared but trying to stay calm. The doors are shut.

SHOT 4 - WIDE

The children are holding each other, they are looking

straight over the camera, almost looking through the

audience. It zooms out and you can see that van is full of

people, maybe about 6 or 7. This shot is long.

SHOT 5 - WIDE (HIGH ANGLE)

2 people are fighting. you can see the children in the

background who look scared.

FIGHT PERSON 1

(ANGRILY)

We need food

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: (2) 6.

FIGHT PERSON 2

(LOUDER)

we all need food!

SHOT 6 - CLOSE

Time has obviously past. Both the children look worn,

dirtier and skinnier. The older child is holding a bottle

for the younger child. You can see theres barely any water

in it left.

SHOT 7 - WIDE (SAME AS SCENE 13, SHOT 4)

This shot is the same. This time everyone is lying down

apart from the older girl. Emma is bolt up right, the

younger child is laid across her. She looks tired, hungry

and dirty. This shot is also long.

SHOT 8 - CLOSE SHOT

You can see Emma’s eyes. Light suddenly spreads across her

face and her eyes flicker open.

SHOT 9 - MID CLOSE

You can see the feet of the two children. they are walking

slowly through the van. They walk over newspapers and

people’s legs.

SHOT 10 - MID WIDE

This shot is outside the van. This is the first the you

see the children fully and the effect of the journey. They

look dirty and a lot skinnier. Both of them look on the

edge of collapsing.

EMMA

where are we?

VAN DRIVER

(Said as he gives her a big

bag. )

Go round the corner from her and

cross to the other beach. I can’t

take you any further.

EMMA

(whilst looking in the van

driver)

what’s this?

VAN DRIVER

(sarcastic tone whilst

looking on his phone)

your ride.

QUICK CUT (MAYBE TO BLACK FIRST)



7.

15 SCENE 14 - BOAT

SHOT 1 - MID WIDE

They are in a boat, Emma is slowly rowing. She looks

exhausted. The sky behind them is close to sunset. The

young child looks asleep on the girls legs.

EMMA

(wearily whispered)

please hold on... we’re nearly

there.

SHOT 2 - WIDE

The shot shows the boat in the shallow of the beach. Emma

gets out the boat and lifts her brother out in her arms.

She stumbles in the water. The camera is blurry. As she

comes in focus she falls to her knees and puts her brother

on the sand. The camera slowly zooms in to her face. She

breathes in and out, heavier each time. She screams.

QUICK CUT TO BLACK - THEN CREDITS

END


